
INDEX

abuse of a dominant position
enforcement of rules 480, 481
provisions relating to 12, 473,

474, 489
carve out of 482

acquisitions and mergers, provisions
on 474, 476

Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures (SCM
Agreement) 11, 187, 188, 202

investment measures 369
purpose 370

agricultural tariffs see under tariffs
air transport services 321, 336, 359
anti-competitive behaviour see under

competition
anti-dumping measures

abolition by RTAs
adoption of common competition

policy as factor in 239–40
level of integration as factor in

239
application of 7–8
China-specific measures 186
de minimis requirements 8, 184

increase in 246
differences in rules of WTO and

RTAs 184
disallowance by RTAs 194
duties

duration of final 184
increased thresholds in RTAs 200
shortening of duration of 8
WTO and RTAs rules for

terminating 185
frequency of use and countries using

168–70, 240

impact on non-RTA members
172–3

increasing margins 182–3
investigations under WTO rules

184–5
lack of provisions in RTAs 194
lesser duty rule 8, 184
preferred to other trade remedies

168
requirement for pre-action

dispute resolution in RTAs
194, 200

role of regional bodies 200–1
specific rules for RTA partners 194
survey

analysis 194–202
template 183–6, 201–2

trade remedy, as 7
variation in RTAs’ practice 182

Argentina
anti-dumping, use of 169
exclusion of RTA partners from

safeguard action 189, 236
GATS commitments 337
meat grading system 251
services, commitments on 334
services, negotiations on 318
WTO dispute cases, in 236

audiovisual services
commitments 335, 337, 340, 341,

343, 344, 352, 353
effect of RTAs 9

Australia
co-operation agreements 477
investment provisions 399
services, commitments on 335–6,

340
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Australia-US FTA
example of mutual recognition of

TBTs 267
mutual assistance provisions 479
value-added services provisions 469

bargaining-model stumbling bloc 6,
18, 40, 63–8

basket approach to tariff liberalization
108

‘behind the border’ measures 2, 13–14
bilateral emergency actions (BEAs) 101
bilateral investment treaties (BITs)

see under investment
bilateral safeguards see under safeguard

measures
bilateral trade agreements

investment rules compared with
RTAs 11

liberalization of services, role in 354
Brander-Krugman model 44–5
building bloc – stumbling bloc debate

current debate on regionalism 36–40
history of 35–6
summary of research 6
usefulness of theoretical models 6

‘building blocs’ theory 2, 3–4, 48–58
see also ‘stumbling blocs’ theory

juggernaut effect see juggernaut
effect building bloc

Kemp-Wan effect 6, 23–4, 54
types of blocs 6
veto-avoidance mechanism 6, 54–8

Calvo Clause 367, 374
Canada see also North American Free

Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
abolition of trade remedies 243–4
Auto Pact with USA 62–3
bilateral safeguards 230
competition provisions compared

with USA 484–5
CVD actions by 169–70
dispute with USA over Foreign

Investment Review Act 368
duty-free access to markets 131–2
global safeguards 236
joins NAFTA 35

MFN tariffs 60
rules of origin 62–3
safeguard action on bicycles 192
TBTs

disputes 265
provisions 271

Canada-US Free Trade Agreement
(CUSFTA)

investment chapter 365
review of trade remedy actions

179–81
categories of RTAs 381
Central American Free Trade Area

(CAFTA)
TRQs with USA 116–17

statistics on 118–23
cheating, costs and benefits of 64–8
cherry-picking stumbling bloc 6, 47–8,

54
Chile

agreements 1, 109, 138, 141, 143,
144, 146, 179

anti-dumping restrictions 194,
243–4

competition provisions 421, 464,
468, 471, 481–2, 483, 484, 485

duty free access 132–3
exclusion of partners 236
investment provisions 388, 389, 390,

391, 392, 393, 395, 398, 399
safeguard actions 171, 207, 230
services, commitments on 318, 319,

334, 336–7, 338, 341, 342, 343,
360

tariff elimination 111, 131
TBTs 251, 271, 274, 280, 281

China
anti-dumping measures specific to

186
‘one country, two systems’

framework 242
services, commitments on 337, 340,

343, 345, 353, 355
safeguard measures specific to 193
transitional review mechanism for

WTO membership 10, 183, 358
commercial presence

GATS definition 370
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investment chapters, coverage in 320
requirement for, Australia removes

335
review of commitments 317, 330

Committee on TBTs 254
competition

anti-competitive behaviour
abuse of dominant position see

abuse of a dominant position
acquisitions and mergers 474, 476
competition policy chapter

provisions 12, 472, 473, 489
concerted actions 12, 480, 480–1,

489
encouraging regulation of 474
monopoly 12, 158, 343, 422, 423,

467, 474, 475, 478, 487, 489,
490

OECD taxonomy 422
regulated behaviour 12, 474, 480
state aid see state aid
state enterprises see state

enterprises
undertakings with special or

exclusive rights see
undertakings with special or
exclusive rights

co-operation between national
authorities 12, 476–7

consultations 12, 478
exchange of information 477
mutual assistance 478–9
notification 477–8
regional competition authority

479–81
differences in provisions by

‘families’ of RTAs 483–5
dispute settlement provisions 481–2
horizontal principles 423, 464–5,

487
non-discrimination 466
procedural fairness 465–6
transparency 465

government procurement,
provisions on 470–1

intellectual property, provisions on
471

investments, provisions on 466–7

location of provisions in RTAs
investment chapter, in 466–7
services chapter, in 467–9

monopolies, principles as to 422
OECD study of RTAs’ provisions

418–19
differences amongst ‘families’ of

RTAs 483
taxonomy 422

principles in RTAs’ chapters relating
to monopolies and state aid 444

promotion of competition, aim of
464

provisions in competition chapter
incidence of chapter 472
non-discrimination aspects 487
objectives of chapter 472
references to provisions in other

agreements 472–3
research study

conclusions 488
mapping of RTAs 418, 419
methodological approach 422
RTAs included in study 420
economic characteristics 420
other characteristics 421–2
summary 488
template 418, 423–5

RTAs’ rules
extent to which non-

discriminatory 12–13, 13
surveys of 11–13

state aid, principles as to 422
‘competitive liberalization’ 40, 58, 69,

359
concerted actions 12, 480, 480–1, 489
conformity assessment procedures

commitment to MRAs under TBT
253–4

likelihood of RTA provisions
for mutual recognition 288
for transparency 289–90

mutual recognition 253–4, 261
preference for equivalence and

mutual recognition by RTAs
273

purpose 250
survey of 8
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consultation by national competition
authorities 12, 478

contingent protection see trade
remedies in RTAs

copying of RTA models 146
countervailing duties (CVD) measures

abolition by RTAs 202
frequency of use and countries using

168, 169–71
provisions in RTAs 202
role of regional bodies 247
survey of 7, 8

analysis 202–7
template 187–8

WTO and RTAs rules compared
187, 202, 207

Cournot oligopoly 44–5
created trade 26
customs duties, waiver of 138, 141, 158
customs procedures

adding value through RTAs 147–8
comparative survey 136, 138–44
definition 160–1
Kyoto Convention 147–8
RTAs as ‘WTOþ’ as to 147–8
SEP, in 144
survey of 6

customs unions (CUs) 6, 28, 57, 71, 72,
97, 118, 173, 179, 201, 379, 389,
421, 479

‘customs union’ theory 30–5, 246,
486

Viner’s ambiguity and 20–3

de minimis requirements
anti-dumping 7–8, 184
CVD rules on 202
dumping margins 200, 201, 246
‘Facil’ index 150
market access 143
RoO 141, 150, 159
volume requirements 200, 201, 246

deep integration see integration
developed countries

agreements surveyed 265–6, 375, 379
dispute settlement provisions,

likelihood of 290, 291
‘GATSþ’ as 9, 339, 345

investment provisions 393, 399–400
mutual recognition of conformity

assessment 288
removal of TBTs 282, 284–5
services agreements 319
services regulations, survey of 9
support for MAI 373

developing countries
agreements surveyed 265–6, 375, 379
attainment of GATT Article XXIV

benchmark 7
categorisation of 149
‘enhanced support’ for investment

in 372
‘GATSþ’ as 9, 339
investment provisions 399–400
opposition to MAI 373
removal of TBTs 282, 284–5
services agreements 319

perceived gains from negotiations
353

services regulations, survey of 9
treatment of, survey of 190
use of trade remedies 240

discrimination in RTAs see also non-
discrimination in RTAs

against non-members 7
trade remedies 13

dispute settlement
bilateral safeguard, as 190
carve-out of competition policy

from 12, 484–5, 489, 490
competition provisions, as to 481–2
consultation instead of 478
enforcement of RTA provisions

through 148
investment 367, 371, 372, 373, 380,

394–5, 398
safeguard measures, rulings on 238
services, relating to 320
TBT matters 254, 265, 267, 269, 277,

285, 287, 291
US rules on TBTs 9

Dispute Settlement Body 254
distribution services, commitments as

to 338, 343
diversion of trade resulting from

safeguard actions 8
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diverted trade 26
Dixit-Stiglitz monopolistic

competition 81
Doha Round

commitment to multilateral
framework for investment
371–2

effect of RTAs on talks on services 10
government procurement, talks on

372
rules on RTAs compared to RTAs 9
talks on RTAs 2, 147(n31)
tariff-cutting negotiations 39

domestic politics and economic
policies 2, 13–14

Dominican Republic, commitments on
services 335

domino theory of regionalism 3, 73–6
duties

additional 101, 230
anti-dumping see under anti-

dumping measures
countervailing see countervailing

duties (CVD) measures
customs, waiver of 138, 141, 158
deferred payment for express

shipments 161
elimination of 61, 116, 173
export 158
import 48, 158
‘nominal’ 22

duty-free treatment in RTAs 116–17,
124, 124–6

economic theories of RTAs see theories
education services

commitments on 344–5
effect of RTAs 10

emergency actions
bilateral emergency actions (BEAs)

101
clearing house for information on

190
imports, on 173, 189
trade remedy, as 166
‘WTOþ’ , as 146

Enabling Clause, Doha talks on 2
endogenous bloc formation 73–4

environment-related rules 2, 96, 252,
253, 259

equivalence see alsomutual recognition
standards, of 257–8
TBTs, of 8, 267, 274, 291
technical regulations, of 257–8

European Community (EC)
abolition of trade remedies 238–9
audiovisual services, effect of RTAs 9
deeper integration 242
education services, effect of RTAs 10
trade in services

commitments on 338
use of GATS model 320

European Economic Area (EEA)
CVDs, abolition of 202
deeper integration 242
dispute resolution for TBTs 276
TBTs

dispute resolution 265, 276
provisions 274–5

trade remedies, abolition of 244
European Economic Community

(EEC)
agricultural tariffs as stumbling bloc

53(n33)
UK’s first application to join 33

European Free Trade Association
(EFTA)

anti-dumping policy 194
audiovisual services, effect of RTAs 9
competition provisions compared

with US RTAs 483–4, 485–6
CVDs, abolition of 202
deeper integration 242
education services, effect of RTAs 10
TBT provisions 274–5, 281–2
trade remedies, abolition of 243–4
use of GATS model for trade in

services 320
use of sector approach to tariff

liberalization 109
European Union (EU)

abolition of CVDs 202
anti-dumping policy 194
bilateral safeguards 207, 230
competition provisions compared

with US RTAs 483–4, 485–6

index 507
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European Union (EU) (cont.)
CVD actions 169–70
dispute resolution for TBTs 275–6
global safeguards 236
‘goodies bag’ approach to former

colonies 46
promotion of European technical

standards 9
services, agreements on 338
TBTs

harmonization of technical
regulations 287–8

provisions 281
use of sector approach to tariff

liberalization 109
exchange of information

competition authorities, amongst 12
competition policy, as to 477, 478,

489
market access, as to 160, 161
TBTs, as to 274, 281

exclusion
partners in safeguard actions, of 8,

189, 236, 237, 238, 246
products, of 100, 129, 136, 343
sectors, of 57, 99, 100

express shipments, deferred payment
of duties for 161

‘facil’ index 150
financial services

commitments on 335, 336, 338, 339,
340, 341, 342, 351

competition provisions 12, 423, 466,
467, 468, 488

effect of agreements 10, 353, 355
GATS Annex on 359
provisions on 327

free trade agreements (FTAs) 6
economic effects of transition to

(model) 28–30
unsustainability proposition 35,

61(n37)

game theory
applied to Kemp-Wan 54
bargaining-model stumbling/

building bloc logics 63

General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) see under entries
for specific trade measures

General Agreement on Trade in
Services (GATS) see under
investment; see under services,
trade in

global free trade see under liberalization
of trade

global safeguards see under safeguard
measures

‘global’ trade rules see multilateral
trade rules

goodies-bag stumbling bloc 6, 40, 46–7
government procurement

agreements on 14, 78
commitments on 327
competition provisions 12, 419, 422,

423, 464, 466, 470–1, 482, 484,
488, 490

Doha Round negotiations on 372
GPA Agreement, investment

provisions in 369(n8)
RoO on 159
WTO initiatives on 77

growth of RTAs 176–7
domino theory 3
increasing number 1, 96

Haberler’s spillover theory 6, 20, 28
in Brander-Krugman model 44
as to Johnson diagram 32
in multilateralism versus

regionalism debate 39
as to preference rent 29–30

harmonization of trade rules
product standards 8
RTAs’ role in 4
TBTs 13

hub-and-spoke RTAs
‘cloning’ tendency as stumbling

bloc 9
negotiating competition provisions

421–2
TBTs 8–9
in trade remedies survey 177–9
veto-avoidance mechanism building

bloc as to 55–7

508 index
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India, commitments on services 338–9
Inter-American Development Bank

(IADB), surveys 102, 375
integration

deep integration
statistics on RTAs achieving

126–9
as topic for research 78–9

level of, as factor in abolishing trade
remedies 240, 242–5, 246

shallow integration
statistics on RTAs achieving

126–9
as topic for research 78–9

intellectual property (IP)
agreements on 14, 78
competition rules 12, 419, 422, 423,

464, 466, 471, 482, 488, 489
regulation of 1, 96

regional bodies, by 201
TRIPS investment rules 11, 368–9,

370
WTO initiatives on 77

investment
Agreement on Subsidies and

Countervailing Measures
(SCM), measures in 369, 370

bilateral treaties (BITs) 11, 373–5
compared to RTAs’ investment

provisions 374
replacement by investment

provisions in RTAs 366
Calvo Clause 367, 374
compensation provisions 392–3
competition rules in RTAs’ chapters

on 12
current state of international talks

373
definition used by RTAs and BITs

381
denial of benefits, provisions as to

394–5
directors and managers, provisions

as to 394
dispute settlement 395–6
Doha Round commitment to

multilateral framework for
371–2

effect of RTAs 11
effect of tariffs 10–11
effect of trade liberalization 11
expropriation provisions 392–3
GATS, investment provisions in

369–70
‘positive list’ approach 370, 379

GPA Agreement, investment
provisions in 369(n8)

in international trade agreements
365–6

level of specific provisions in RTAs
388–9

location of investment provisions
within agreements 380–1, 388

managers and directors, provisions
as to 394

multilateral initiatives 367–73
multilateral provisions 368–70
multilayered nature of regulation 11,

366
NAFTA ‘negative list’ approach 379
non-discrimination in RTAs 390–2
OECD agreement on 372–3
performance requirements 393
research study

conclusions 398
list of surveyed RTAs 376–7
mapping of RTAs 375–9
overview of results 380–95

RTAs and bilateral rules compared
11, 374–5

RTAs and multilateral rules
compared 11

Singapore Round discussions on 371
standards of treatment in

RTAs 392
survey of provisions 375–81
trade policy’s effect on 10–11
transfer of profits, provisions on 393
transparency requirements of RTAs

395
TRIMS 368, 369

rules compared with RTAs 11
TRIPS, investment measures in

368–9, 370
variations in agreements

geography, by 398

index 509
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investment (cont.)
levels of development, by 398–9
survey of
conclusions 399–400
coverage 396–8

‘Is bilateralism bad?’ debate 19, 37,
70–3

Japan
agreements 46
competition provisions 464, 467,

482
investment provisions 390, 395, 398,

399
mutual assistance 478, 479
services, agreements on 318, 319,

321, 336, 337, 338, 353
tariffs 66, 67
unfair trade orders, ratio of 180

Johnson-Cooper-Massell (JCM)
proposition 32

Johnson diagram 30–3
juggernaut effect building bloc 4, 6,

48–53, 83–5
definition of juggernaut 49(n30)

Kemp-Wan effect building bloc 6,
23–4, 54

Kennedy Round 39
Kyoto Convention 147–8

labour
labour-poor and labour-rich nations

72
rules relating to 2, 242
Walrasian model, in 42
welfare-organizing framework, in

80–2
large nation – small nation RTAs,

goodies-bag stumbling bloc
applied to 46

Latin America, regionalism in 36
lesser duty rule, anti-dumping 8
liberalization of trade see also

reciprocal liberalization of
trade; see also specific activities
e.g. services, trade in

‘competitive liberalization’ 69

contribution by RTAs 7
debate on RTAs’ role 2–5
effect on investment 11
imported MFN liberalization 60–2
MFN treatment, GATT Article I

rules 116(n15)
preferential trade liberalization,

economic effects 19–35
RTAs’ effect on national support for

13–14
theories of RTAs’ role 3–4
use of RTAs to further 4, 13

Line Pipe case (safeguard action)
236–8

maritime transport services
competition rules as to 12, 473
effect of RTAs 9–10

market access measures in RTAs 6
see also ‘reasonable length of
time’; ‘substantially all trade’
(SAT); see also specific measures
e.g. rules of origin (RoO)

alignment with GATT and WTO
146

analysis by
aggregate provisions in RTAs

136–44
trade-weighted liberalization

129–36
definitions of measures 156–61
future research agenda 148–50
GATT Article XXIV as to 98–102
IADB survey of American RTAs

commitments 102
literature on 102–4
main findings of survey 145–8
matrix for mapping 152–6
models for analyzing 108–10
preferential market access as

characteristic of RTAs 98
statistics on 110–29

Meade’s primary, secondary and
tertiary effects 26, 28

members of RTAs see under entries for
specific aspects

membership of RTAs 1, 96–7, 176–7,
443

510 index
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MERCOSUR (Mercado Comun del
Sur) 36, 189

anti-dumping regulation 200
competition provisions 421, 479,

480
customs union, as 179
exclusion of partners from

safeguard action by Argentina
189, 236

harmonization of technical
regulations 273–4

investment provisions 379, 388,
389, 390, 392, 393, 396, 398,
399

negotiation of 36
safeguard measures, disallowance of

207, 244
services

commitments on 337, 343
negotiations on 318

working group on TBTs 273
mergers see acquisitions and mergers,

provisions on
Mexico

example of imported MFN
liberalization 60–2

joins NAFTA 35–6
TBT provisions in RTAs signed by

282
trade remedy actions against 181

monopolies, regulation of 12, 158, 343,
422, 423, 467, 474, 475, 478,
487, 489, 490

Morocco, commitments on services
335

most favoured nation (MFN)
liberalization see under
liberalization of trade

most favoured nation (MFN) tariffs
see under tariffs

multilateral trade negotiations 39
see also specific talks e.g. Doha
Round

multilateral trade organizations see also
specific organizations e.g. World
Trade Organization (WTO)

surveillance of RTAs’ services
rules 10

multilateral trade rules see also under
entries for specific rules and
sectors e.g. investment

effect of regional talks on
negotiations 10

extent to which RTAs go further
than 7, 97

investment provisions 366
RTAs’ relationship to 2

under GATT Article XXIV 6
main findings of survey 145–8

multilateralism, pursued together with
regionalism 13

multilateralism versus regionalism
debate 37–40, 69–73, 97 see also
building bloc – stumbling bloc
debate

mutual recognition
conformity assessment 255, 259
product standards 8, 255, 257–8, 259
TBTs

arising from testing and
certification 8

US rules 9
technical standards 8, 252–3, 255,

257–8, 259
mutual recognition agreements

(MRAs) see under conformity
assessment procedures

national politics and economic
policies, effects of RTAs 2,
13–14

national regulatory authorities,
co-operation on competition
measures 12

negative-list approach 9, 110, 316, 319,
320, 321, 336, 340, 352, 359,
360, 380, 391, 392, 396, 398

non-discrimination in RTAs see also
discrimination in RTAs

competition rules 12–13, 13
non-members of RTAs see under entries

for specific aspects
non-tariff measures (NTMs) by

RTAs 6
comparative survey 136, 138–44
definition 156–7
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North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA)

approach to liberalization of trade in
services compared to GATS
319–27

bilateral safeguards 230
dispute resolution for TBTs 265
example of imported MFN

liberalization 60–2
global safeguards 236
investment provisions 366, 374

‘negative list’ approach 379
negotiation of 35–6
review of

CVDs 202
trade remedy actions 179–81

rules of origin and imported MFN
liberalization 62–3

survey of coverage of RTA
provisions, in 137

North-North RTAs, tariff liberalization
in 125–6

North-South RTAs
example of imported MFN

liberalization 60–2
tariff liberalization in 125–6

notification by national competition
authorities 12, 477–8

number of RTAs 1, 176, 443

Olsen’s Asymmetry 68
openness of markets, juggernaut effect

building bloc as to 50
Organization for Economic

Co-operation and
Development (OECD)

investment measures 372(n15)
Multilateral Agreement on

Investment (MAI) 372–3
study of RTAs’ competition

provisions 440–1
differences by ‘families’ of RTAs

483–5
taxonomy 444

‘other measures’ by RTAs
comparative survey 136, 138–44
definition 157–8

‘other restrictive regulations of
commerce’ see also tariffs

removal 6, 97, 101–2
types 7

Pakistan
agreements on services 318
‘goodies bag’ approach by USA

46(n27)
policy on trade, effect on investment

10–11
political integration 242
positive list approach 109, 316, 319,

336, 340, 352, 360, 380, 391,
392

preference-erosion/exploitation
stumbling bloc 6, 40–5

preference rent 28–30
preferential rules of origin see rules of

origin (RoO)
preferential tariff approach to tariff

liberalization 109–10
preferential trade

liberalization see under liberalization
of trade

literature on 20–6
RTAs’ reluctance to reduce 3
in services, benefits and costs of 10
tariffs see under tariffs

product standards 8
effects of harmonization and mutual

recognition compared 262–4
harmonization 8

effect of 13
likelihood of RTA provisions for

transparency 289–90
mutual recognition 8
purpose 250
RTAs’ preference for harmonization

over mutual recognition 271,
273

production standards, purpose of 250
professional services 10, 336, 340, 341,

345, 353

‘reasonable length of time’
common interpretation by RTAs 6–7
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defining 7
removal of tariffs within 6, 97, 100–1

reciprocal liberalization of trade
juggernaut effect building bloc as to

49–50
between RTAs and non-members,

members’ reluctance for 3
regional trade agreements (RTAs) see

specific aspects e.g. growth of
RTAs

types see customs unions (CUs); free
trade agreements (FTAs)

regionalism see also multilateralism
versus regionalism debate

big-think regionalism
lines of enquiry 17–19
literature on 17–85

domino theory 3, 73–6
endogenous bloc formation 73–4
growth post-1960 35–6
pursued together with

multilateralism 13
question whether raises or lowers

world welfare 80–5
small-think regionalism, literature

on 17
transition from small-think to

big-think approach 36–8
regulation of trade, growing

importance of RTAs in 1–2
reporting on RTAs, WTO transparency

mechanism 2
research on RTAs see also under entries

for specific aspects e.g. market
access provisions in RTAs

focus of previous research on rules
of origin 4

future research topics 76–9
need for more 4–5, 14–15
in this volume

content and main findings 6–13
objectives and approach 5–6
summary of main findings 13–15

‘restaurant bill’ problem 68
rules of origin (RoO)

comparative survey 136, 138–44
definition 159–60

facilitation by RTAs 151
focus of previous research on RTAs

on 4
imported MFN liberalization, and

62–3
‘other restrictive regulations of

commerce’, as 7, 101–2
restrictiveness of 150, 151
RTAs as ‘WTOþ’ as to 146
Shibata’s small-FTA analysis as to 34
survey of 6
Uruguay Round agreement on

101(n2), 146–7(n30)
WTO survey 102

safeguard measures
Agreement on Safeguards, actions

under 8, 236–7
bilateral and global safeguards

distinguished 188–9
bilateral safeguards

differential thresholds for certain
sectors 230

European-based and other RTAs
contrasted 207, 230

provisions in RTAs 207
role of regional bodies 190
special safeguards (SSGs) 190

Canadian bicycles safeguard action
192

China-specific measures 193
effect contrasted with anti-dumping

and countervailing duties 189
frequency of use and countries using

168, 171–2, 240
global safeguards 190–2

exclusion of RTA partners from 8,
189, 230, 236, 246

potential for increased
discrimination in 247

survey of 7
analysis
bilateral safeguards 207–30
global safeguards 230–8
template 188–93
bilateral safeguards 190, 191
global safeguards 190–2
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safeguard measures (cont.)
as ‘WTOþ’ 146
WTO ruling on actions 8, 236–8

SCM see Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures
(SCM)

sector approach to tariff liberalization
109

sensitive economic sectors
additional duties 230
attainment of GATT Article XXIV

benchmark 7
SEP see Trans-Pacific Strategic

Economic Partnership
Agreement (SEP)

services, trade in see also specific services
e.g. financial services

benefits and costs of preferential
trade 10

commitments in RTAs 331–40
analysis by sector 340, 341–5

competition provisions on 467–9
differing approaches to rules by

RTAs 319–27
Doha talks on GATS Article V 2
GATS see also under investment

approach to liberalization
compared with NAFTA 319–27

definition of ‘commercial
presence’ 370

modes of supply 370(n10)
combined GATS/NAFTA
approach 320–1
differences with NAFTA-type
agreements 320
RTAs with new or improved
commitments under 331–40

rules compared with RTAs 9
growth 9
improved offers on services at

multilateral level 357–8
liberalization by RTAs

across sectors 345–51
costs 354–7
differences between GATS-type

and NAFTA-type approach
319–27

multilateral rules, effect on 353–7

revenue, effect on 353–4
multilateral rules on, RTAs’ effect on

353–7
multilateral surveillance of RTA

rules 10
negative-list approach 9, 319

new or improved RTA
commitments under 340, 352

non-discrimination in RTAs 13
positive-list approach 319–20

new or improved RTA
commitments under 340, 352

protected services, effect of RTAs
9–10

research study
methodology 327, 330–1, 359–62
objectives 316–17
presentation of results 331–40
RTAs surveyed 322–6, 328–9

services RTAs
growth in numbers and extent

318–19
membership 319

transparency in RTAs’ provisions
319, 341

‘WTOþ’, extent to which RTAs’
provisions are 321, 327, 334–5,
351–3

shallow integration see integration
Singapore, commitments on services

335, 336
Singapore Round, discussions on

investment 371
small-FTA diagram (Shibata) 33–4
small-think regionalism see under

regionalism
Smith’s certitude theory 6, 20, 28

in Brander-Krugman model 44
as to goodies-bag stumbling

bloc 46
as to Johnson diagram 32
in multilateralism versus

regionalism debate 39
South-South RTAs

tariff liberalization in 125–6
special regimes 6

comparative survey 136, 138–44
definition 158–9
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special safeguards (SSGs) 101
as ‘other restrictive regulations of

commerce’ 7
spoke-spoke FTAs, veto-avoidance

mechanism building bloc as to
57–8

standards see product standards
state aid

agreements on 8, 202, 207, 247,
486

anti-competitive behaviour, as 12,
489

competition provisions as to 422,
423, 464, 472, 473, 474, 476

regulation of 12, 187, 480–1, 487,
490

state enterprises
anti-competitive behaviour, as 12,

489
competition provisions as to 472
regulation of 474, 475

‘stumbling blocs’ theory2–3, 40–8
see also building bloc –
stumbling bloc debate;
‘building blocs’ theory

bargaining-model 6, 18, 40, 63–8
cherry-picking 6, 47–8, 54
‘cloning’ hub-and-spoke RTAs as 9
EEC agricultural tariffs as example

53(n33)
goodies bag 6, 40, 46–7
preference-erosion/exploitation 6,

40–5
regionalization of standards caused

by TBT rules 9
types 6

‘substantially all trade’ (SAT) 97,
99–100

common interpretation by RTAs 6
defining 7
removal of tariffs on 6

approaches for measuring
by aggregate provisions in RTAs
136–44

trade-weighted liberalization
129–36

supply side and domino theory
75–6

tariff rate quotas (TRQs) 101
as ‘other restrictive regulations of

commerce’ 7
statistics on 110–29
between USA and CAFTA 116–17

statistics on 118–23
USA’s approach 108

tariffs see also ‘other restrictive
regulations of commerce’

agricultural tariffs
statistics on extent of

liberalization 126–7
as stumbling bloc 110–29
EEC tariffs 53(n33)

cheating, RTAs impact on costs and
benefits of 64–8

duty-free treatment, evolution in
RTAs 116–17, 124, 124–6

effect on investment 10–11
GATT

alignment of RTAs with (survey
findings) 146

complementarity of RTAs’
customs and trade facilitation
measures 148

GATT Article I, rules on MFN
treatment 116(n15)

GATT Article XXIV 6, 98
attainment by RTAs 6–7
at Doha Round 2
policy focus on 97
removal of tariffs under
within ‘reasonable length of
time’ 6 see ‘reasonable length of
time’

on ‘substantially all trade’ (SAT)
see ‘substantially all trade’ (SAT)

research on 6
safeguard actions, as to 8

historical development 48–9
liberalization

models of 108–10
statistics on 110–29
trade-weighted 129–36

MFN tariffs
link with RTAs 58–63, 68–9
as measure of market access by

RTAs 98
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tariffs (cont.)
multilateral talks on reductions 39
preferential and MFN tariffs as

complements or substitutes
59–60

scrutiny of RTAs by GATT 2
tariff-line level survey of RTAs

104–36
TBT Agreement see under technical

barriers to trade (TBTs)
technical barriers to trade (TBTs)

see also conformity assessment
procedures; product standards;
production standards; technical
regulations

arising from testing and
certification, equivalence and
mutual recognition 8

challenges for bilateral agreements
on 252–3

Committee on TBTs 254
common provisions in RTAs

271–8
by families of RTAs 278–82

compared to TBT Agreement 8
definitions 250

similarity between RTAs and
WTO 266

designed to be discriminatory 251
difference between content of

provisions and application by
RTAs 264–5

difference to other trade barriers
251–2

different impacts of country-specific
and harmonized standards
261–2

dispute resolution 267, 274–6
Dispute Settlement Body 254
in EEA 276
in EU 275–6
likelihood of provisions in RTAs

289–90
effects of harmonization 13
equivalence 257–8, 267–8
harmonization 258–60, 267–8

commitment in RTA provisions
273

previous research on effect of
261–4

harmonization commitments in
TBT 253

hub-and-spoke development 8–9
liberalization by RTAs 255–6
metrology, RTAs’ provisions on 277
mutual recognition 257–8, 267–8

Australia-US FTA as example 267
previous research on effect of

261–4
potential for discrimination 251
potential for hindering trade 257
removal

EU’s approach 258–9
non-trade objectives for 277
options for 256–64

research study
factors for inclusion of specific

provisions in RTAs 284–90
list of surveyed RTAs 292–3
mapping of rules by RTA 294–314
overview of results 271–84
summary of main findings 290–2
template
methodology for building
264–71

RTAs studied 265–6
structure 266–71

RTAs’ administrative structure for
269, 274

TBT Agreement 253–5
reference to, in RTAs 266–7, 271

survey of 8
technical assistance commitment

under TBT Agreement 254,
269, 271, 277

transparency 260, 267, 267–8,
273–4

types 250
US rules 9
whether RTA rules are ‘WTOþ’

254–5, 271, 282, 284
technical regulations

EU’s promotion of own standards 9
likelihood of RTA provisions for

harmonisation 287–8
purpose 250
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RTAs’ preference for harmonization
over mutual recognition 271,
273

survey of 8
transparency commitment under

TBT 254
telecommunications

commitments on 342–3
competition rules as to 12
‘WTOþ’, extent to which RTAs’

provisions are 327
testing, equivalence of TBTs arising

from 8
theoretical models of effect of

RTAs 6
theories

Brander-Krugman model 44–5
‘building blocs’ see ‘building blocs’

theory
‘customs union’ theory 30–5
Dixit-Stiglitz monopolistic

competition 81
domino 3, 73–6
game theory see game theory
Haberler see Haberler’s spillover

theory
Johnson-Cooper-Massell

proposition 32
Johnson Diagram 30–3
Kemp-Wan 6, 23–4, 54
‘second best’ theory 21
Smith’s certitude see Smith’s

certitude theory
‘stumbling blocs’ see ‘stumbling

blocs’ theory
Viner see Viner’s ambiguity theory
Walrasian see Walrasian economic

theory
Wei & Frankel momentum 53

‘theory of the second best’ 21
Tokyo Round 39

initiation and acceptance 69
trade see specific aspects e.g. regulation

of trade
trade creation in Viner’s ambiguity

theory 21–3
trade diversion in Viner’s ambiguity

theory 21–3

trade facilitation
adding value through RTAs 147–8
definition 160–1
RTAs as ‘WTOþ’, effect of 147–8
survey of 6

trade policy, effect on investment
10–11

Trade-Related Investment Measures
(TRIMS) see under investment

Trade-Related Property Rights
(TRIPS) see under intellectual
property (IP)

trade remedies see also anti-dumping
measures; countervailing duties
(CVD) measures; safeguard
measures

abolition by RTAs 238–45, 246
application of 7–8
discrimination against non-

members of RTAs 13, 174–5,
246

dispensing of 7
frequency of use 168–73
GATT rules as to 173
level of integration as factor in

abolition of 240, 242–5, 246
previous research 179–81
purpose 166
reasons for 167–8
reasons for retaining 173–4
reduction in actions by RTAs

179–81
similarity of rules contrasted with

variation in practice across
RTAs 181–2

survey 7–8
economic characteristics of RTAs

in 176
effectiveness of mapping 181–3
extent 175

usefulness of 245–6
trade-weighted tariff liberalization

see under tariffs
Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic

Partnership Agreement (SEP),
customs procedures 144

trans-regional nature of RTAs,
growth of 1
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transitional review mechanism,
China’s WTO 10

transparency
investment, measures relating to

394–5
mechanism for reporting on RTAs,

WTO adopts 2
TRIMS see under investment

undertakings with special or exclusive
rights

anti-competitive behaviour, as 12,
489

competition provisions relating to
475

regulation of 474
Uruguay Round 39

agreement on rules of origin
101(n2), 146–147(n30)

failure of 37(n24)
initiation and acceptance 69
trade-related investment measures

365, 368
USA’s approach 47

USA see also Canada-US Free Trade
Agreement (CUSFTA); North
American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA)

anti-dumping provisions 194
review of 200–1

approach to RTAs with small
nations 46

approach to TRQs 108
audiovisual services, effect of RTAs

9–10
Auto Pact with Canada 62–3
dispute over Canadian Foreign

Investment Review Act 368
education services, effect of

RTAs 10
exclusion from Canadian bicycles

safeguard action 192
exclusion of RTA partners from

safeguard action 236–8
FTA with Australia as example of

mutual recognition of TBTs
267

global safeguards 236
‘goodies bag’ approach to Pakistan

46(n27)
investment rules in RTAs 11
joins NAFTA 35–6
Line Pipe case (safeguard action)

236–8
market access disciplines, coverage

in RTAs 138–43
professional services, effect of

RTAs 10
services, commitments on 339, 352

audiovisual services 343–4
financial services 342

tariff ‘cheating’ 66–7
TBTs

disputes 265, 267
likelihood of provisions to

harmonize 287–8
provisions 9, 251, 273, 278, 280

provisions in RTAs signed by 278,
280

TRQs with CAFTA 116–17
statistics on 118–23

Uruguay Round, and 47
use of basket approach to tariff

liberalization 108

veto-avoidance mechanism building
bloc 6, 54–8

Viner’s ambiguity theory 6, 20–3,
24–6

in Brander-Krugman model 44
as to Johnson diagram 31
as to preference rent 29
as small-think regionalism issue 39

Walrasian economic theory
hub-and-spoke FTAs 56–7
net welfare effects of tariff

liberalization 24–6
preference-erosion/exploitation

stumbling bloc 41–5
three-nation trade model 27–8
Wei and Frankel momentum 53

Wei and Frankel momentum 53
welfare
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derivation of framework for
organizing 80–5

question whether regionalism raises
or lowers 18

World Customs Organization (WCO),
Kyoto Convention 147–8

World Trade Organization (WTO)
alignment of RTAs with 146
effect of RTAs on services rules 10
investment provisions 366
rules on anti-dumping

investigations 184–5
termination of duties 185

rules on countervailing duties 187
rules on RTAs

adoption of transparency
mechanism for reporting on
RTAs 2

Doha talks on 2
safeguard actions

exclusion of RTA partners from
189

ruling on 8, 236–8, 246
survey of RTAs’ rules of origin 102
survey of RTAs’ tariff liberalization

102
transitional review mechanism for

Chinese membership 10
‘WTOþ’, extent to which RTAs are

7, 97, 146
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